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Introduction
If content is king, distribution is queen. Local broadcast radio’s preeminent position in the dashboard
and use of free, over-the-air delivery are significant parts of its success formula. The allure of new
markets and products via internet-based, bi-directional (i.e., mobile broadband) delivery of audio
programming has radio broadcasters considering it as a companion or perhaps even a future alternative
to over-the-air broadcast. However, distribution cost and quality of service issues loom over its
successful rollout. Most significantly, if local broadcasters cede the airwaves, they lose the market
limitations imposed by FCC barriers to entry, and the ability to easily differentiate themselves from the
masses of “internet radio” broadcasters. This transformational time presents an opportunity for all
spectrum owners to deliver global data services to connected cars and internet of things (IoT) devices. If
broadcast radio is to hold a market position in this new world, an environment of diverse competition,
industry must capitalize on its unique position as a cost-effective, reliable, high power, one-to-many
content delivery and data backbone service.
Radio is live information and entertainment that’s local and free, and in the worst of times is often the
only available connection to life-saving information. It accounts for 50% of all audio consumption among
listeners in the US 12+, and 61% of all audio consumption among Canadians 13+ (Edison Research,
2017).
Savvy marketers understand radio to be a network of geographically-defined listening communities that
offer the ability to target advertising messages to any number of demographically-diverse audience
segments. And they know, like we know, that radio works.
Radio is, in many ways, under pressure to evolve and invest for the future. The richest, most innovative
companies in the world are continually refining audio products aimed at attracting the listeners’ time
thereby eroding radio usage and its subsequent share of advertising revenue. So how can the radio
industry capitalize on its strengths and transition from its 20th century roots into a product experience
and marketing tool that meets 21st century expectations?
For the most part, radio has used the internet (and the data networks that enable us to “connect”) as an
alternate way to distribute broadcast content, most notably in the form of web-based streaming players
and streaming apps.
To combat those who seek to conquer, the industry must go beyond “connectivity as a means for
distribution” and harness the IoT in ways that enhance the consumer experience, improve measurement
capabilities for advertisers and create value for owners. And that’s what this paper is all about.

Intent of this Document
FM/AM radio has been a media source people have turned to for information and entertainment for
almost 100 years. Billions of devices are in the market and in North America, radio signals are virtually
ubiquitous. As more media sources have emerged, people continue to switch on their radios. Radio has
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also redefined itself by embracing new forms of distribution and media technology such as online
streaming, mobile phone apps, and podcasting.
This document considers how radio has defined itself, the currently shifting definitions of radio, and how
the industry might consider future developments. The hope is that practitioners view this document as
an information resource helping to make business and technical decisions. Members of the North
American Broadcasters Association (NABA) feel that radio, as a technology and industry, holds a strong
market position and should capitalize on these strengths. Members of NABA also feel radio as an
industry must constantly consider strategic adjustments to continue holding a strong market position.
Technology and market forces bring change. The radio industry should seek to stay vital by taking
advantage of the changes, and not be content with entrenchment.

Scope of this Document
The Next Generation Radio Working Group of the NABA Radio Committee has created this document to
address thoughts about the North American radio industry, including major issues facing practitioners in
Canada, Mexico, and the United States. The paper will cover topics about how radio can fit into listener
content options, and more importantly, how radio can lead listener content selection.
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Landscape Evolution
After more than a century of existence, radio continues to prosper by doing what it does best: delivering
a free, over-the-air service of localized information and entertainment. Many technologies compete for
radio’s audience, but few succeed in delivering the convenience, community and coverage of radio at no
cost to the listener.
To understand radio’s future, one needs to consider the strengths that have made it a success, and what
is at risk if the present delivery strategy is altered. Radio’s success is due in part to its innate
characteristics. Radio broadcasts are free; the consumer does not need a subscription and is not charged
a fee. As radio looks to the future, it must be thoughtful when considering options that add cost to the
consumer for delivery of content. Whether the consumer pays for connectivity required to receive the
service or pays for a service directly, it changes the dynamic radio has so richly enjoyed. If IP delivery of
radio programming becomes the norm, radio may surrender the opportunity to use its over-the-air
infrastructure to participate in a major revenue center in IoT and connected car.
Bolstered by increasing availability of high-speed internet, and beginning with the introduction of the
iPhone in 2007, smartphones became the fastest adopted technology in the history of the United States.
From 2008 to 2014 its share of consumer electronics revenue jumped from 8% to nearly 50% (Edison
Research, 2017).
The rapid rise of the smartphone resulted in an equivalent decline in sales of other electronic devices:
digital cameras and video recorders, GPS devices, the mp3 player and many of the portable devices used
to tune broadcast radio.
While radio maintained its position as the dominant choice for audio consumption in the car, an
onslaught of new competition popped up online and via the smartphone.
To make its content accessible via these new platforms, radio had no choice but to undertake a method
of content delivery (streaming) that has proven difficult to make profitable due to higher music royalties
and lower margins on digital advertising. Promoting these new distribution platforms further
compounded the problem by contributing to the erosion of listening taking place via radio’s profitable
content delivery platform (over-the-air broadcast).
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Traditional Radio
Up until the early 2000’s, radio was a stand-alone device. Drive time has always been critical to radio
because every car came with an AM/FM radio. Radio was essentially the entertainment system for the
automobile. Most homes also had clock radios in bedrooms, a tabletop radio in a family space such as
the kitchen, a radio tuner as a part of a home stereo system, and handheld transistor radios for listening
during outside activities. The strengths of radio were, and still are, ubiquity of access, ease of use, the
local nature of its content, and the popularity of professional curation.
One other compelling reason for people to listen is because of the intimacy of audio. A person listening
to audio is alone with the announcer or artist, even if other people are physically present. Much of the
fascination of audio is the imagination it requires on the part of the listener to actively visualize.
Listening to radio, though experienced individually, is often a communal act. When a radio is on in the
kitchen or in the car, everyone hears the same curated content. A strong argument for the importance
of the communal act is that new technology strives to create collaboration and community in a one-toone world (esports, group chat, etc.)
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Curation Migration
Audio formats have evolved allowing for personal curation that gives listeners more ways to access
content e.g. 8-track, cassette, CD/DVD, iPod/MPx players and smartphones. Smaller, portable, more
convenient ways to listen (e.g. wired and wireless headphones or ear buds) made audio more portable
and more personal. From the mix tape to the playlist, it became possible for every person in the same
car to listen to an entirely different audio source. Because car manufacturers added in-dash or external
connection, self-curation on the main entertainment source became easier over time. Home computers
and video games connected to the Internet, as well as audio sources in cable-delivered television
services, have also added to the number of audio options available. The result of all this change is a mix
of individually and professionally curated audio content that is listened to by small groups or individuals
on virtually any device, anywhere, on-demand.
Despite the fractionalization, local radio stations as a source of audio content for listeners remains
strong worldwide. For example, the Pew Research Center notes:
The audience for terrestrial radio remains steady and high: In 2017, 92% of Americans ages 12
and older listened to terrestrial radio in a given week, according to Nielsen Media Research data
published by the Radio Advertising Bureau, a figure that has changed little since 2009. (Pew
Research Center, 2018)
A number of graphs on the same website of other sources of audio listenership statistics show growth.

Figure 1 Pew Research Center
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Figure 2 Pew Research Center

Figure 3 Pew Research Center

Despite the growth of other audio listening sources in the United States, according to Nielsen Audio
Ratings, radio audiences are not shrinking.
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The introduction of HD Radio digital radio technology in the United States in the early 2000s increased
radio offerings to listeners who had the technology to access digital radio. NABA has published a
Position Paper on a Voluntary North American Digital Radio Standard recommending HD Radio
as the standard (North American Broadcasters Association, 2018).
Despite the increase of personalized curation options, streaming services such as Pandora, radio station
apps, or stream aggregators such as iHeartRadio or TuneIn have become established brands and grown
rapidly in popularity. These services offer preset play lists that a listener can select by artist, genre, etc.
The recent introduction of voice-activation enabled smart speakers marries well with streaming services
and also lends itself toward professional curation and away from self-curation.
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IP Delivery of Radio Programming
The economics of traditional radio work well in a one-to-many broadcast model. When considering IPdelivered strategies, station economics must be revisited. In over-the-air broadcasting, the cost of
serving a thousand, a million, or ten million listeners in the broadcast area of a radio station is the same
relative to both distribution and royalties. When local radio shifts to an IP streaming model, each new
listener added comes with an incremental cost to the distribution, and performance royalties for music
stations. As a result, many broadcasters elect to limit the listener’s IP service connections to the specific
geographic area served by the station’s signal to help constrain these new linearly increasing costs (e.g.
as usage increases so do the costs for service). This limitation also makes sense from an income
perspective, as most (commercial) radio stations air local advertisements targeted to local listeners.
Economics aside, a consistent user experience on IP-based distribution becomes increasingly difficult
when radio listening moves to a mobile space with less consistent cellular IP streams. While urban areas
have nearly uniform coverage across all major wireless carriers, suburbs and rural areas lack contiguous
service. Cellular signal availability is not uniform based on capacity, density, and data plan. The June
2018 Ericsson Mobility Report estimates streaming audio utilizes less than 1% of current network
capacity. By 2023 it is estimated that consumer streaming of audio programming will increase peak
bandwidth usage by up to 33%. Present-day 4G cellular network capacity was designed assuming
specific data use cases that did not envision this level of streaming. Future network capacity may be
designed to support streaming, but peak radio listening overlaps with the same period as high volume
cellular usage. This coincident data traffic could result in reduced quality of service for audio
programming during peak hours. Shifting a mass radio audience from one-to-many to one-to-one brings
new capacity issues.

Figure 4 Courtesy of Xperi (left scale mobile devices, right scale radio audience)
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Broadcast Radio and the Connected Car
Beginning with the introduction of General Motors OnStar technology in 1996, connectivity, and now
Internet access in the automobile, has held the promise of extending our productivity, safety and
convenience. Internet connectivity is coming to cars via both built-in and brought-in solutions. Apple
and Google are investing significantly on in-car, in-dash connected platforms (Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto, respectively). Automotive industry leaders believe that within the next five years, more than half
of new car sales will have some form of connectivity (Xperi).
Several trends are driving development in the connected car space:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicle
Telematics
Vehicle sensors
Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
Artificial intelligence (AI)
Machine learning (ML)
Brainwave to vehicle (B2V)

These technologies are at various stages of development and some may be years away from commercial
deployment. However, it is apparent that automotive product differentiation is shifting from powertrain and styling to connectivity and autonomy.
The major automotive data categories can be described as follows:
•

Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) technology collects data generated by the vehicle and
provides information about the infrastructure to the driver. The V2I technology
communicates information about vehicle safety, movement and environmental conditions.

•

Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) technology communicates information on speed and position of
other vehicles in a wireless exchange. The benefit: it reduces the likelihood of an accident,
eases congestion and improves vehicle energy efficiency.

•

Vehicle to Cloud (V2C) technology shares information about the vehicle with applications
connected to the cloud network. This enables the vehicle to use information from other
connected industries like transportation, energy and IoT smart home applications.

•

Vehicle to Pedestrian (V2P) technology collects information about the environment and
communicates it to other vehicles, infrastructure and individuals’ connected devices. The
intent of this data is to improve safety with pedestrians and enhance mobility.

•

Vehicle to Everything (V2X) technology connects all infrastructure and vehicles to each
other. This connectivity includes roadways, automobiles, ships, trains and airplanes.
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To meet the data demands of these new technologies, automakers are looking to communication
industry thought leaders to identify reliable, cost-effective, and secure communications. While many
functions require a bi-directional communications path, a significant portion of the data burden could be
off-loaded to broadcast radio by doing what the frequency band does best: delivering one-to-many
content. Widely disseminated information can be efficiently transmitted utilizing a data network over InBand On-Channel (IBOC) digital FM, or for smaller capacity needs the Radio Data System (RDS) digital
subcarrier (over analog FM). A significant advantage of digital radio is the ability to simultaneously
deliver continuous content of both audio programming and data. Platforms which employ multiple
receivers are able to scan and aggregate data from multiple broadcasts. As vehicle autonomy becomes
mainstream, the prevalence of advanced “infotainment” and data applications will follow. Broadcasters
will have the opportunity to leverage station apps in the connected car to derive and ingest listener
profiles for automated presets and infotainment preference. These consent-based listener behaviors
will be anonymized, analyzed, characterized and shared in a way that (by necessity) meets the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements around privacy.

Fifth Generation cellular technology
Fifth-generation cellular technology (5G) is often cited as the primary path forward for vehicle
connectivity. Cellular 5G can best be characterized as a re-write of 4G to increase throughput, reduce
latency and optimize RF spectrum for mobile data growth. Additionally, 5G cellular capacity as defined
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has peak network speeds of 20 Gigabits per second
(Gbps) per device making the new capacity attractive for video and vehicle to vehicle communication
where high bi-directional throughput is required (Xperi). It is believed by many in the automotive space
that 5G video application and vehicle-to-vehicle communication will use the majority of 5G’s capacity.
Cellular 5G brings a host of new technologies and services. While not all cellular providers agree on what
will be in the final standard, most agree it will ultimately employ small cells, millimeter wavelengths,
Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO), full duplex and beam-forming technologies.
Small cells are defined as lower power transmission systems that may be installed in light poles or other
unobtrusive locations. Small cells are lower power than full sized macro cell towers and therefore
require more instances to provide equal coverage. Small cells transmit data using millimeter
wavelengths, typically occupying frequencies in the 30-300 GHz range. The millimeter wavelength
signals have difficulty penetrating physical structures and are often attenuated by foliage in the signal
path.
Present planning models have cell sites spaced at intervals of approximately 250 meters to provide
contiguous coverage. While millimeter wavelengths have some limitations, they are a good match for
MIMO, a technology which uses multiple transmitters and receivers to send and receive data
simultaneously. Present day Long-Term Evolution (LTE) cellular can support up to eight transmitters and
four receivers, but 5G base stations with Massive MIMO technology can theoretically support up to 100
ports. However, more signals means an increase in the potential for interference, and this is where
beam-forming comes into the equation.
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Beam-forming uses algorithms to determine the most efficient routing of data to a cellular user. By
controlling which transmitters and receivers are employed for a given connection, these manipulated
signals may be aligned to minimize interference and maximize coverage through constructive and
destructive interference.
A 5G technology known as full-duplex has the ability to boost signal throughput. Present 4G cell phones
and towers are not able to transmit and receive simultaneously, but 5G full-duplex systems direct
incoming and outgoing signals at the same time, effectively doubling the capacity. While 5G has very low
latency (~1ms) and the ability to deliver very large throughput, it has very poor propagation. It is often
attenuated by rain, leaves and structures. Conversely, broadcast radio delivers uniform reception within
the defined coverage area.

The Internet of Things (IoT)
It is estimated that “75.4 billion connected IoT devices will be deployed by 2025—equivalent to (10) IoT
devices for every person on earth” (Ericsson, 2018). If each of these devices requires bi-directional
communication, the cellular and WiFi spectrum will be significantly challenged to deliver an adequate
quality of service. If much of that network traffic could be off loaded and sent over-the-air in a one-tomany digital FM radio distribution this spectrum could be a means of significantly reducing cellular and
network congestion. A one-to-many terrestrial digital radio broadcast could be the most efficient and
lowest cost solution to distribute volumes of data to connected devices. A distributed network can help
reduce the cellular data throughput required, where hand-shakes are administrated over bi-directional
cellular connection and large payloads are delivered simplex in a one-to-many radio broadcast.
A proliferation of IoT devices raises concerns as they invade our lives. Among the most prominent
concerns are:
•
•
•
•

Security
Privacy
Reliability
Ease of configuration

According to a report by Ericsson “70% of all IoT devices have security vulnerabilities” (Ericsson, 2018).
Most of the vulnerabilities are exposed through the connectivity. Devices with on-board analytics limit
their exposure to network sourced content. Delivery of global information by secure radio distribution
reduces exposure to attack through a public cellular network. Single-ended smart devices designed to
auto-configure based upon predefined one-to-many protocols allow for ease of configuration, lowering
the risk of customer-induced errors from the equation.
WiFi connectivity is particularly susceptible to localized interference. While not completely immune to
interference, digital FM radio has the advantage of higher signal-to-noise ratios therefore making it
more robust. Higher power signals and digital carrier redundancy afford a higher reliability of service
and better building penetration than cellular.
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was originally established in Europe and is increasingly the
defining factor as to whether a privacy-based technology is commercially deployable. Systems which
require customers to share private information or expose network vulnerabilities for configuration are
increasingly coming under scrutiny. Corporations are hesitant to commercialize a new feature if the
liability of establishing connectivity outweighs the benefit of the data.
Smart City applications are a logical place to apply IoT technology. As the connected car and
autonomous vehicles become reality, road infrastructure updates will become a mainstay of one-tomany data delivery. Updates for digital signage, traffic flow, weather, road conditions, and fuel prices
are great applications of radio-delivered, geographically limited data. With digital radio, the data
capacity is flexible; increasing or decreasing as requirements dictate. Digital radio coverage, already in
110 metropolitan areas with more markets possible, makes it a logical choice for smart city data
delivery.
As digital radio’s presence continues to grow the technology becomes a logical avenue to extend power
grid load management, established initially with analog RDS digital FM subcarrier services. IBOC digital,
when compared to RDS subcarriers, affords significant benefits both in throughput, integration
capability and signal availability. It could also become an additional revenue source to stations.
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The Analog – Digital Continuum
Traditional AM and FM broadcast radio is an analog technology. With the introduction of In-Band-OnChannel (IBOC), two additional options were introduced. Stations could opt for all-digital to replace
analog, or adopt a hybrid solution adding digital subcarriers to the main analog signal. In the United
States and Mexico, stations have gone down the path of hybrid implementation (although all-digital AM
HD Radio is currently being experimented with in the US). Canadian regulators have recently granted
temporary experimental HD Radio station licenses. The CRTC and ISED intend to compile feedback on
the market impact before proceeding with commercial approval of hybrid radio.

The Role of Metadata
Before we get into specifics about use of analog and digital delivery systems, we need to consider
metadata. All audio content has associated metadata. Each piece of audio has fields of data that contain
details such as title, creation date, the name of the person who created the content, album art, etc.
Audio content is curated into a radio show. The show also has metadata such as the show title, host
name, and show logo. The station itself also has metadata such as the station call letters, operating
frequency, genre, logo, station name, and station slogan. Any combination of text and graphics of the
audio content, show or station could be displayed on the car dashboard or any device made to support
the metadata about the content. The decisions about which data to transmit and how often to change it
rest with the station. The exact look of the content on the dashboard is a design decision by each car
manufacturer.

Analog-Digital Hybrid
Analog radios in cars are ubiquitous. Digital radios using IBOC (also known as HD Radio) are growing in
number, but have not totally penetrated the new car market, and there are still many cars with analogonly radios on the road. According to Xperi Corporation, in Q4 2018, HD Radio technology was estimated
to be in over 50% of new cars sold in the US, with an installed base approaching 54 million (Xperi). That’s
almost 19% of all the cars on the road in the US. The desire to offer new services without cutting off
listeners is the motivation behind the hybrid approach. Many stations in the US and Mexico have
installed digital transmitters. The standard approach is to add an HD-1 channel of audio that is identical
to the analog signal (“main channel audio”), then additional HD “multicast” channels of different audio
content. For example, a station’s main channel audio might be news and talk - then a jazz music service
could be programmed on one multicast channel, then a bluegrass service on another. This sort of
configuration is typical.
The benefits to adding multicast channels include increased services to listeners in the coverage area,
and potential increased revenue for the station. There are limits to the number of multicast channels
supportable based on the station’s digital infrastructure. Each station must consider, from a listener
interest and business sustainability analysis, how many multicast channels can be offered. Some stations
lease their HD Radio audio multicast channel to 3rd parties as a source of revenue.
Radio Data System (RDS) is a form of data delivery used to display text information on car dashboards
with the correct receiver capability. This is typically used to show information related to the audio
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listened to, and the station providing the audio. Information displayed about the audio and station is
referred to as Program Associated Data (PAD). Information contained within an RDS transmission also
helps to facilitate the linking of over-the-air content with internet content using RadioDNS protocols.
Some stations already send non-audio related digital content through RDS technology. For example, in
the US there is a service offering traffic updates to navigation devices via broadcast station RDS feeds.
Traffic services are supported using HD Radio Data Services technology as well. Commercial data
services (non-audio visual content) are currently provided by companies such as the Broadcaster Traffic
Consortium or Total Traffic Network. Typically the cost of this service is built into the purchase price of
the navigation device.

Digital-Only
Despite the risk of lost listenership by dropping the analog portion of a hybrid IBOC signal, there are
benefits to consider with an all-digital approach. The biggest benefits are increased data throughput and
signal reliability. Theoretically the current maximum bandwidth for hybrid HD Radio of 124kbps total
channel capacity (120kbps usable throughput) could be doubled. By increasing the data rate, more
innovative options become available. Similar to 5G beam-forming improvements, HD Radio all-digital
would have improved coverage areas and device reliability compared to FM radio today.
Along with some number of audio services similar to hybrid, other data could be pushed through the
digital signal. Many of these ideas have been presented in the section above titled Broadcast Radio and
the Connected Car. By adding delivery of more applications (audio or non-audio) stations increase
community service and potential revenue sources. In this way the fundamental business model for
stations might evolve. Along with audio content supported by sponsors, data services might be
supported by suppliers of the data (car manufacturers for example), who in turn earn revenue from
subscriptions. This is much like the traffic update service described in the Analog-Digital Hybrid section
above.

Moving Along the Continuum
Stations have a number of issues to consider towards any path to full all-digital. Adding RDS to an FM
analog signal, incorporating IBOC-HD Radio in hybrid with analog, or dropping the analog portion of the
hybrid carrier and going all-digital is a path with capital cost, service, technical and business
considerations. Some types of services have already been discussed, so this section will focus primarily
on technical and business considerations.

Adopting RDS
Radio Data System (RDS) was adopted in Europe in 1984 with enhancements made in 1990. A slight
variation known as Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS) was later adopted in the US in 1992. The
acronyms are often used interchangeably, however consumer equipment and chipsets are always
denoted RDS. Both standards are associated with analog FM broadcast signals. Many, but not all,
stations in North America have implemented RDS. The original standards had limited lines of text
content with a restrictive number of characters allowed in each line. The total data throughput is limited
to about 750 bits per second (bps) on a 57 kHz subcarrier.
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In 2015, RDS 2.0 was established. The result was an increase of data rate to 2,109 bps which permitted
more text fields and longer messages in some fields, as well as transmission of small image files (for
example, station logos).
Stations considering implementation of RDS would want to consider a few variables:






Costs to add broadcast technology (including potential upgrades to current transmitter)
Costs to add technology to move metadata from automation systems to broadcast systems
(could include studio-to-transmitter (STL) systems)
Potential number of listeners with access to RDS-capable radios
Stations benefit with enhanced listener experience
Stations benefit through increased engagement with local authorities via emergency alerting
messaging via RDS

Despite improvements, RDS is a legacy technology with real limitations. If an FM station has an analog
signal then RDS is a basic essential step to enhance listener experience, but only brings limited benefit.
However, the metadata included in RDS reinforces station branding, and provides a transitional path for
the migration to analog-digital hybrid, all-digital, and services following.

Adopting Analog-Digital Hybrid IBOC Transmission
HD Radio technology offers broadcasters additional options to enhance audio quality and the listener
experience. HD Radio technology can be used in both FM and AM transmission systems. In the AM band,
stations transmitting hybrid IBOC signals have one option (MA1) of 36 kbps of data throughput
(Johnson). In the FM band, stations have more options - Hybrid (MP1) 98 kbps or Extended Hybrid (MP2,
MP3, MP11, MP5, MP6) 110 – 148 kbps (Peyla). In either AM or FM, the data content can be divided into
multiple audio channels of varying quality along with the metadata associated with each audio stream.
The number of text fields and number of characters per field are larger than similar content within
legacy RDS fields. HD Radio systems also permit stations to send a static graphic, such as a station or
show logo, to be displayed on the smart-dash screen in a car. Although the graphic is “static” it can be
updated often creating a “dynamic” graphic experience, though not a moving picture video experience.
Stations can also send data that is not associated with the audio for other applications.
Stations have a number of considerations before investing in HD Radio technology:







Which hybrid IBOC mode to adopt (the higher the bit rate, the higher power requirement)
How many audio channels to include in the digital portion of the signal (more channels
potentially means lower quality audio)
Costs to add broadcast technology (including potential upgrades to or replacement of current
transmitter)
Infrastructure improvements for adding technology that moves metadata from automation
systems to broadcast systems (could include studio-to-transmitter (STL) systems)
Potential number of listeners with access to HD Radio-capable radios
Increased revenue potential of messaging
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Stations benefit with enhanced listener experience
Stations benefit through increased engagement with local authorities via emergency alerting
messaging
Difference in coverage area of digital portion of the signal as compared with the analog portion
of the signal
Blending issues of shared content of the analog/digital main channel audio content

Technical considerations for adopting HD Radio technology can be found at:
https://hdradio.com/broadcasters/engineering-support/iboc-white-papers

Going All-Digital
Like RDS and hybrid HD-Radio, an all-digital broadcast offers additional options to enhance the listener
experience. All-digital HD Radio can be used in both FM and AM transmission systems. In the AM band,
stations transmitting hybrid signals have only one option (MA3) at 40 kbps of data throughput
(Johnson). In the FM band, implemented all-digital modes (MP5, MP6) support a throughput of 193
kbps; other modes designed but not implemented (MSx modes) support a total throughput of up to
301.5Kbps (Peyla). In either AM or FM, the data content can be divided into multiple audio channels of
varying quality along with the metadata associated with each audio stream.
Stations have a number of considerations before investing in all-digital HD Radio:











Government support for an all-digital frequency license
Which all-digital mode to adopt (the higher the bit rate, the higher power requirement)
How many audio channels to include in the signal (more channels potentially means lower
quality audio)
Costs to add broadcast technology (including potential upgrades to or replacement of current
transmitter)
Costs to add technology to move metadata from automation systems to broadcast systems
(could include studio-to-transmitter (STL) systems)
Potential number of listeners with access to HD Radio-capable radios
Increased revenue potential of messaging
Stations benefit with enhanced listener experience
Stations benefit through increased engagement with local authorities via emergency alerting
messaging
Difference in coverage area of digital portion of the signal as compared with the analog portion
of the signal

Early Adoption of All-Digital
WWFD (820 kHz, Frederick, MD) is the first (and only, as of this writing) radio station in the US to
broadcast an all-digital signal on a full-time basis. This station, owned by Hubbard Radio, obtained a oneyear experimental authorization from the FCC to broadcast all-digital AM.
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Earlier in 2018, and prior to the initiation of all-digital services, WWFD initiated services on a “crossservice” FM translator (W232DG, 94.3 MHz) which covers their city of license; consequently WWFD is
still serving listeners with analog radios. This may represent a transition strategy for AM stations to go
all-digital: analog listeners can still be served by a cross-service translator, and the all-digital AM station
has an opportunity to build listenership with listeners that have HD Radio receivers. It should be noted
that a large number of AM stations in the US now have cross-service (FM) translators.

NABA Recommendations on Digital Radio









It is the opinion of the working group that FM radio stations should at a minimum adopt static
RDS tools to enhance listener experience.
It is the opinion of the working group that radio stations should strongly consider adopting HD
Radio hybrid IBOC mode per the NABA position paper on a Voluntary North American Digital
Radio Standard.
o https://nabanet.com/project/north-american-digital-radio-standard/
It is the opinion of the working group that radio stations and station groups should participate
with national and international organizations to help define what criteria to adopt to make the
decision to go to an all-digital transmission.
It is the opinion of the working group that regulatory bodies in North America should be
encouraged to offer more than just experimental licenses for stations or station groups that
decide to advance to an all-digital format.
It is the opinion of the working group that radio stations should adopt best practice use of
metadata per the documents developed by the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB).
o https://www.nab.org/innovation/digitalDashboard.asp
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Non-Broadcast Content
Audio content is available on many media formats. For purposes of this discussion, offline physical
media is not considered. Podcasts, online streams, music services, playlists, station apps, and ondemand streams are now in use by many over-the-air broadcast radio stations and networks and will be
considered by this document.
Major considerations by listeners (and by audio providers) are the ease of curation for content and
quality of the content. Cost may also be a factor for some listeners, but since costs to listeners are low
or free, this paper will not consider listener cost. In all of these offerings, the listener provides the
technology (equipment and connectivity) to acquire and listen to the audio.

Listener Experience
Consumers of audio have several factors in considering what format(s) or media outlet(s) they choose to
obtain content.

Curation
This consideration refers to who decides what content is included in the audio source. Professionalcuration content employs experts to select audio content based on genre and their expert knowledge.
Peer-curation is similar except the audio selection is made by non-expert “fellow” listeners. Both
professional-curation and peer-curation are a more passive interaction on the part of the listener. They
select the source and then listen. They do not select the specific content. Self-curation is an active
approach to audio listening in that the consumer of the content decides both the medium and the
content to be included in the listening experience.
Radio is professionally curated.

Timeliness
This consideration refers to the relationship of the content with current affairs. In music this could mean
inclusion of the latest releases by a given artist. In talk it could mean discussion of topics including
current events. Content that has no specific time reference could be considered evergreen.
Radio is timely.

Quality
This consideration can include technical quality such loudness, clarity, balance, equalization, etc.
Technical quality also refers to audio that is free from unwanted noise such as a grounding buzz or echo
from hard walls in a studio. The other kind of quality refers to the subjective judgment of the listener as
to whether or not the audio suits the listener’s taste.
Radio is high quality.
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Metadata
Many audio listening devices include some sort of screen facilitating visual content. Metadata supplies
that content such as the title, artist, genre, etc. A graphic can be used that is associated with the audio
and the name of the source of the content.
Radio can, and often does, offer metadata.

Podcasts
Podcasting is not a new technology, but in recent years a sort of rediscovery has taken place. When
originally conceived, a listener connected a dedicated single-purpose device to their internet-connected
computer. Audio files would update on the computer based on listener subscription, and the computer
updated the podcast device whenever it was attached to the computer. The factor most likely
responsible for the more recent growth of podcasting would be multi-use devices such as smartphones,
which have their own internet connection, eliminating the need for a separate device or connection to a
computer.
Much radio content is well-suited for repurposing as a podcast.

Listener Experience
Podcasts’ curation is done either by professionals or peers. The timeliness depends on the type of
programming, and/or how soon after the content is uploaded from the producer until the listener
downloads and listens. The quality is highly variable depending on who creates it. Metadata information
is usually static, and can range from a simple logo, title and description. Some podcasts will also offer a
full text of the audio. Podcasts are almost exclusively talk format.
Listener equipment automatically downloads and later deletes each new program subscribed to. This
does not mean each is listened to. Measurement of downloads is a well-established metric. However,
metric technology as to whether or not audio has been listened to is still under development. One
particular measurement technology gaining some traction is called Remote Audio Data; it is an open
source solution being adopted by many providers. More information can be found at:
https://rad.npr.org/dotorg/about-rad/

Online Streams
An online stream is a constant programmed audio channel that plays continuously, similar to a
traditional radio station, but is delivered to internet-connected devices. The content provider generates
the stream and listeners can access it from the provider or from a stream aggregator. Stream
aggregation companies link to the source stream and when the listener selects the stream from the
aggregator’s online tool, the aggregator sends a copy of the stream to the listener.

Listener Experience
Online streams’ curation is done either by professionals or peers. The timeliness depends on the type of
programming. The quality is highly variable depending on who encodes the stream and any bandwidth
adjustments made by stream aggregators. Metadata information can be static or dynamic.
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Listeners select a stream directly from the content provider or through a stream aggregator. In either
case the listener is personally starting and stopping the stream so listener metrics are reliable assuming
the person does not leave the device while the stream is being played. If the stream is listened to via an
aggregator then the metrics may not be available to the content provider unless there is an agreement
between the two companies.

Station Streams
This sort of content is usually the same content available to radio listeners. Because the content is being
supplied through the internet, listeners can be anywhere in the world if they have online access. They
are not restricted to the coverage area of the broadcast transmitter (although some broadcasters do
“geo-fence” their streams and limit them to local listeners, as discussed above).

Listener-Responsive Streams
In this version of streaming, the content is segmented and presented consecutively like a stream. The
listener has the option to skip to the next scheduled item or even select which pieces of content to listen
to. Software then offers audio segments similar to what the listener has chosen directly, or did not
choose to skip. Pandora’s Music Genome Project originated and established the most common methods
for this approach to intelligent curation (see https://www.pandora.com/about/mgp). Others have since
followed like The Echo Nest used by Spotify (see http://the.echonest.com/). Over time the “stream”
presented becomes more customized for each listener. This is not unlike website purchasing sites that
offer additional potential purchases based on what a customer searches or purchases.
Additional metrics about the popularity of content is available because listeners are effectively voting
for audio. Content providers can also consider the audio piece format and make adjustments based on
if/when listeners tend to skip out of a segment of audio.

Playlists
A playlist is simply a curation of individual pieces played in succession to mimic a stream. The playlist will
have a finite set of pieces and when the pieces are done the playlist will either stop, or start playing the
same recorded pieces over. These lists may be curated professionally, by peers, or by the listener.
Playlists have no timeliness beyond when the content was originally produced, and when the playlist
was put together. The quality varies based on who created the original content, and how well the piece
selection and order are thought out.

Music Services
This group of audio suppliers provides multiple types of delivery methods. Listeners can receive content
through streams, playlists, podcasts, or through individual piece downloading. Playlists can come precurated, or the listener can generate their own playlist. The curation, quality and timeliness will all be
variable based on the type of access the listener selects and choices made by the content provider.
These services are typically subscription-based and offer every genre of audio. Examples of this sort of
service might be iTunes, Pandora or Spotify.
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Station Apps
Radio stations sometimes offer a device application specific to the station or what is often called a
branded app (usually in Apple iOs or Android format). Branded apps offer listeners options such as
streaming the station live, or listening to individual pieces of audio content. Stations may also offer
podcast versions of the content within their app. This mix of content offerings brings professional
curation and high quality. Timeliness is completely dependent on which delivery type the listener selects
and will match the evaluations given above.

NABA Recommendations on non-broadcast audio


It is the opinion of the workgroup that radio station management should take steps to offer
content generated by the station(s) or station groups (networks) through as many technological
media as possible.
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Proximity and Listener Affiliation
Audio content can be considered from the perspective of proximity. This could mean physical proximity
such as the listener and content relative to the same city, region, neighborhood, venue or home.
Another way to think about proximity would be subject-based or media-based proximity. People may
choose to listen based on genre or subject matter when they may only be interested in a certain type of
music, spoken word topic or perhaps language. They may also choose to listen to podcasts only in
certain conditions or time of day versus desktop streams only when at work.

Physical Proximity
Listeners routinely migrate their interests throughout the day of their content consumption in terms of
physical proximity. For example, before leaving their house in the morning they may be very interested
in real-time local weather and traffic conditions. They may obtain that information by listening to a local
radio station, viewing radio data services in-dash or interacting with a specialized local broadcaster app
on their smartphone. In this example, radio is timely and relevant, but not exclusively so.
There is a contingent of listeners interested in local events and news. There are many sources where this
sort of information is available, however the number of sources involved in formal local journalism are
shrinking. For example, in a 2014 article the Pew Research Center reported a marked decline in the
number of reporters focused on statehouses in the US (Jurkowitz, 2014). Of those reports who do focus
on statehouse politics, fewer than half are full-time workers.

Figure 5 www.pewresearch.org
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Figure 6 www.pewresearch.org

Text-based spoken-word content requires active consumption, while audio and video are consumed
passively. Audio is consumed more than video while people are mobile because it allows eyes to be
otherwise engaged, such as driving or walking. Even if an audio source is primarily music-based instead
of spoken-word, local spoken content is still important.
Aside from information about the immediate physical listener location, most consumers of audio also
affiliate with the growing concentric spheres of locality. This begs the question, “How local is local?” If a
person lives in a small town that is in the same state where a popular university sports team plays, then
there could be a strong affiliation with the team and any audio source providing information about the
team. In fact, similar affiliations might transcend to several contiguous states (regional). A similar
interest in larger national issues, or international content, will have varying degrees of interest across a
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broad section of individual listeners. Most timeliness-oriented content providers will not be exclusively
local, regional, national, or international. There are differences in opinion in curation (programming)
about the best mix of content with these various physical proximities and the most positive effect on the
listeners targeted by the given content provider.

Subject-based Proximity
Another way to describe this area might be through genre-oriented language. Spoken-word audio could
be news-centric or topical (e.g., sports, religion, politics). Music audio is completely about listener
tastes. People will listen to narrowly-focused preferences, or may choose to explore new kinds of audio
from time-to-time.

Media-based Proximity
Many listeners have a preferred method of gaining access to audio. There are still plenty of people who
prefer physical media; they want to own the content. The problem with that approach is the selection
will have limitations, and there will be no timeliness about it.
For those who seek audio content available through providers who do not distribute physical copies,
many listeners established a sort of hierarchy, or priority, of methods they like to access audio. From
radio, to streaming, to podcasts, listeners use a range of listening tools at their disposal, but likely have
preferences.

Language-based Proximity
Listeners in North America are typically constrained by language. If they live in an area where their
native language is predominant, more listening options are available to them. For example, a Mexican
local living in Mexico can find native Spanish content on all media platforms. If that same person
migrates to the United States or a predominantly French-speaking portion of Canada, the options to
access Spanish language content shrinks. Alternatively, populous areas in major metropolitan areas are
more likely to provide dominant language content such as Spanish, Mandarin or Indian dialects.

NABA Recommendations on proximity




It is the opinion of the workgroup that management of radio stations offering spoken-word
formats should employ a mix of local, regional, national and international content in varying
amounts to best serve the listeners. The station does not have to originate all spoken-word
content, but should at least originate as much locally-focused content as practical (consistent
with a station’s staffing and budget constraints).
It is the opinion of the workgroup that station management should offer its content in as many
media technologies as possible in order to encourage the largest combination of listeners
possible given the selected subject (genre) and language.
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Hybrid Radio
Hybrid Radio refers to the convergence of broadcast and internet technologies to create an enhanced
entertainment experience. By combining the content delivery of broadcast with the interactivity of the
internet, radio stations and networks can offer listeners more options. (Note that “hybrid” in this
context differs from the earlier discussion about hybrid digital radio or hybrid IBOC; in that case,
“hybrid” is referring to the combination of analog and digital over-the-air transmission formats.) The
secret to providing this hybrid experience is a radio station utilizing hardware and software that:
•
•
•

Recognizes the audio events initiated first from any local radio station’s play-out system
Enables the station to match and align visuals with those audio events
Communicates with other hardware or software of receivers involved with creating the
hybrid experience

The emergence of hybrid radio is a boon to broadcast radio for a few reasons:
•

It provides the opportunity to create a more compelling user product experience as an
efficient form of audio content delivery
It offers greater parity to the over-the-air radio experience compared to purely streaming
audio services by enabling the tight integration of enhanced content with audio
It keeps broadcast (as a media choice) on the minds of those who create the technology and
devices that consume it
It enables real-time, census-based measurement of broadcast radio

•
•
•

Potential uses of hybrid radio include:
•
•
•

Enhancing audio content with rich textual metadata and images
Visually referring listeners to websites of content providers, advertisers or underwriters
Cross-promotional links to associated audio such as the podcast version of the on-air
program
“More info” links to informative local municipality sites during emergencies
Support for “service following” whereby a hybrid radio receiver switches to a streaming
version of a radio signal if the listener moves outside of the over-the-air signal coverage area

•
•

NABA Recommendations on hybrid radio


It is the opinion of the workgroup that management of radio stations and networks should
immediately begin supporting internet-based content for use by hybrid radio receivers. Strong
broadcaster support is vital for adoption of hybrid radio technology, especially with automakers.
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Metadata Focus
This term is often defined as data about data. In the case of radio broadcasting, and any other sort of
audio, metadata standards are technically well defined. In order to manage audio, producers are
creating metadata for every piece of content. How the audio producer uses that metadata is something
each owner needs to consider.

Workflow
Typically an owner of content will develop policies on the management of metadata that answer certain
questions.





Will the metadata just be used to move audio through a station automation system? If so, then
only station personnel will have access to the data.
Is the metadata to be shared with the listener and how?
What formats are possible and what options should the station select within each format?
What 3rd party sources are needed to legally provide certain metadata to the public at large?

Adding metadata for display to the listener (end user) will require a change from traditional radio
broadcast workflow. For example, audio content may have an associated graphic (album art,
show/station logo, etc.). In the past, stations may have thought to make the graphic available in the
podcast version of a show, and would add the graphic after broadcast. Instead of this approach, if the
station is sending the content via digital broadcast or an online live stream, the graphic would then need
to be added before the broadcast. Adding metadata to a broadcast chain requires synchronization of the
metadata with each audio event and related sources.
Since audio is often repurposed, the philosophy of Create Once Play Everywhere (COPE) has emerged.
Rather than separately associating data with audio in multiple formats manually for different needs
(RDS, HD Radio, Podcast, Streams, etc.) there are methods for attaching all the metadata necessary for
every delivery method, then using technology to automatically correctly format the data for each
delivery method.

Format
As noted earlier, NAB developed a digital dashboard best-practice document. This document is focused
on the look of the data on dashboard receivers, and which fields of content should be used. Stations can
choose to stick with static metadata such as the station call letters and log that never change. Dynamic
metadata that changes with each piece of music or news story is another option. Some stations
approach dynamic metadata by simply switching the graphic between the station logo, network logo,
and/or show logo. When choosing a dynamic approach, programmers should be cautious not to change
the text and graphic too often in order to limit driver distraction.
One type of broadcast metadata is called “Now playing metadata.” This refers to the data that identifies
and describes each now playing event. For example, a song is a now playing event - and its metadata
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includes the song title, the artist name, the album name, the song duration, its cut ID in the play-out
system, etc.
When a radio station plays “Alive” by Pearl Jam, people hear it, just like they always have. But today’s
consumers expect more - they want to see, interact, and get information with parity of other audio
services with which they engage.
That’s why somewhere, as you’re playing it, systems are interpreting the data set:
<artist = pearl jam>
<title = alive>
<album = ten>
<duration = 221>
<cutID = 905332>
In a mobile, digital, multi-platform world, “now playing” metadata has become the foundation of the
radio experience and the key that unlocks value for the industry. These data values allow various
technologies to deliver an enhanced radio experience to a wide range of receiving devices. Some of
these receiving devices are highly measurable due to their active state, capturing usage information that
can be leveraged into business intelligence for stations and advertisers.
Radio stations can use software to improve the listener and product experience by funneling metadata
from their local play-out system into a single, common source where empty data fields are populated
and enhanced visually for distribution across multiple platforms: station apps, HD Radio digital radio,
hybrid radio (internet plus over-the-air) devices, the connected car, streaming players, websites, RDS
and more. This approach creates operational efficiencies and a consistent experience across most
platforms where radio content is consumed.
When a station’s “now playing” metadata is at the core of the experience, measuring radio usage across
disparate platforms becomes easier. Usage data from diverse mediums containing homogenous
reference points can be aggregated, merged with other data sources that add value and unified for
display into a single, common source of insights that:
•
•
•

Provide a more complete view of listening, listeners and their behaviors
Enable ad exposure to be measured and quantified in ways advertisers expect i.e. “attribution”
Put the industry in a position to improve current audience measurement standards

Why Share Metadata
Making metadata visible to listeners requires more work for station personnel. Someone has to ensure
the data is created in the correct format and is scheduled to “play” synchronously with the audio. This
also means more technology investment for the station. So why do it? Online listening applications
permit listener data analytics retrieval by producers. Such data about listenership has shown in various
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formats that enhanced content means more listening. For example, Emmis Broadcasting publicly shared
information about monthly listener minutes compared with station use of metadata. The data was
gathered from millions of listening hours by NextRadio mobile app users (NextRadio was an app
developed by Emmis that utilized the FM chip in Android smartphones to provide a hybrid radio
listening experience). Listeners spent more time with stations that supplied at least a static logo, than
those that did not. Listeners spent even more time with stations supplying dynamic metadata than
those that only supplied static metadata.

Figure 7 Data Courtesy of Emmis Broadcasting

Who Controls Metadata
Stations can supply metadata in all the ways referenced in this document. They can also choose to
participate with metadata service providers. This will often involve the use of an app (by the station)
that aggregates audio content from many different sources. Using a metadata service provider will
lessen the level of effort required by the station to provide metadata, online streams, etc. At the same
time the station may have less control of what metadata is shared with the listener, so it is important for
the station to regularly monitor the way their station looks on receivers to ensure that station needs are
being met. These services sometimes require the station to pay a fee to participate.
More and more, auto receivers support the use of metadata as well as hybrid radio technologies, and in
some cases the automaker has control over some of the metadata. For example, some automakers
include album art databases within the vehicle and provide album art images on the receiver display for
songs being played, even though the broadcaster has not supplied any album art (either through a
digital radio service like HD Radio “Artist Experience” or by supporting hybrid radio content). If the
metadata is supplied from a car-based database it is also possible for images to be displayed that are
different from those the station is providing.
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From the listener perspective, online stream aggregators are just that, online. The listener must have an
additional device (smartphone) or connected car, and pay for the bandwidth to access the content.
Radio can use the standard car device and is free to listeners.

Metadata Use Cases
Members of the work group have observed a number of use cases that stations have incorporated into
their metadata strategy. Below are just a few:












Emergency Alerts
o Offering text-based emergency content similar to scrolling text on television helps the
hearing impaired, allows the information to continue after the initial audio
announcement has been made, allows updated information to be shared without
additional audio interruption, and helps stations build relationships with local municipal
governments. Alerts can be automatically fed into the metadata system from the station
EAS equipment. Similar emergency info could be shared such as Amber alerts, boilwater announcements, school closings, etc.
Weather & Traffic Updates
o Allows stations to continue to offer commuters info while they listen to normal station
content. Weather information can be directly fed into the metadata system from the
station NOAA receiver.
Advertising / Underwriting
o Text and/or graphics could be considered as additional inventory or bundled as part of
an overall digital strategy.
Artist Experience
o This is the term that Xperi uses to describe the graphic presentations supported by their
FM HD Radio system. It could be album art for music. In the spoken word format it could
be a picture of the reporter, host, guest, etc. It could also relate to the subject of the
story such as the book being reviewed, the political figure spoken about, a picture from
the emergency, etc.
Smart-Speaker Integration
o The device can be taught (skill created) to read the text of the metadata. If a listener
joins a program in progress, asking the speaker to tell them what’s playing results in the
station, show, story, and reporter information read out loud to the listener. Something
similar could be read for music (album, artist, song).
Station Promotion
o Listeners can be invited to go to a website, attend an event, call in a pledge (public
stations), listen to future programs (front promotion) or use other platforms (cross
promotion).
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NABA Recommendations on Metadata








It is the opinion of the workgroup that audio content creators should use automation to adopt
the create once play everywhere (COPE) philosophy
It is the opinion of the work group that radio stations should adopt at least static metadata, but
preferably dynamic metadata
If using dynamic metadata, it is the opinion of the work group that stations should experiment
to understand the best refresh rate of text and graphics to get the best advantage of the
content without distracting drivers
It is the opinion of the work group that radio stations should adopt best practice use of
metadata per the documents developed by the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB).
o https://www.nab.org/innovation/digitalDashboard.asp
It is the opinion of the work group that stations should experiment with multiple use cases for
metadata to understand best benefit
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Connected Car
Autos that make the jump from one-way reception of content (traditional radio) to two-way interaction
with audio content fall into this technological approach. The most basic connected car uses the driver’s
smartphone connected to the internet to interact with the outside world. More advanced forms of
connected cars incorporate a SIM card and access account in the car itself, eliminating the need for
smartphone-provided connectivity.
These cars may use connectivity to do things that have nothing to do with audio. The auto manufacturer
may use the mobile broadband based system to update car software or monitor mechanical
performance of the vehicle. Connected cars may also “talk” with each other, exchanging data to help
avoid collisions.
When it comes to audio, two-way connectivity allows the listener to interact with and select more
sources of content. For example the listener may decide to download and listen to a podcast, or access
an online audio stream or playlist. Radio stations can also take advantage of connected car options using
a station app. For example the app may include clickable buttons for the listener to access more
information about what the station is sending, such as a website. The station could also offer links to the
listener related to content sponsors. This is a new potential revenue source for the station.
Having two-way capability associated with audio sources enhances data about the listener. Useranalytics is a large, competitive, and important industry that is beyond the scope of this document, but
content providers can profit in many ways from information about numbers and locations of listeners.

Radio as Anchor Tenant
Despite all the hype around online audio sources, car radio is still king in North America based on overall
penetration, audience behaviors and free use. At least for now, automakers know this and still include a
radio tuner in their product. In all but one car display examined at the 2019 Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) each dashboard head unit (entertainment system) provided access to the radio tuner at the top
tier of options available to listeners. That said, the list of options to the listener is ever-growing, and in
most head units the listener can reconfigure (personalize) the look and feel, and options displayed. The
horizon is coming into view where the user will decide the location of radio’s presence inside the
vehicle.

NABA Recommendations on the connected car


It is the opinion of the workgroup that management of radio stations and networks should
support the work of NAB and others in working with automakers to maintain the prominence of
radio in the vehicle and to improve radio’s functionality by supporting hybrid radio technologies.
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The Bottom Line
Like any business, the broadcast radio industry must be economically sustainable in order to offer
listener benefit in the long-term. As a medium, broadcast radio has offered professional curation and
quality using advertising revenues (or underwriter fees and listener contributions) instead of
subscription fees. This model has certain limitations in other audio media business cases discussed
throughout this document. However, listeners expect this model when they interact with radio, and
expect the other business models when they interact with the other media technology approaches.
As the industry considers strategic use of the varying technologies and content types, a reasonable
business analysis should be considered. In the world of what can be done vs. what should be done, each
business will need to consider benefits and costs. All of these alternatives come with increased
technology and human resource costs.

Audience Measurement
One area of the bottom-line equation would include the changes available in terms of usage numbers
and listener preference. Each technology has some measurement ability to some degree. Those systems
that use two-way connectivity can add valuable insights about listener preference. Traditional radio
measurement is a projected sample, meaning a relatively small sample size of the U.S. population is
used to accurately project the actual audience. Over the years new technologies and scale of internet
services now rivals the Nielsen projected sample. In 2018, Google sustained approximately 240 million
Monthly Active Users (Statista, 2018). Combined streaming audiences across dominate non-traditional
music streamers approaches that number. As more information about listener behavior is available,
radio stations and networks can approach advertisers, underwriters, and listeners in ways that will be
more advantageous to all parties. Traditional radio cannot afford to rely on projected samples in the
future.

North American Radio Industry SWOT
In order to understand the future of the radio industry, the framers of this document believe a business
analysis is most expedient for your organization. A traditional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats (SWOT) analysis of your audience, products, technology and content seems appropriate. There
are various definitions as to what each of these means. LifePlan defines them in this way (LifePlan,
2018):




Strengths and weaknesses are internal to your company—things that you have some control
over and can change. Examples include who is on your team, your patents and intellectual
property, and your location.
Opportunities and threats are external—things that are going on outside your company, in the
larger market. You can take advantage of opportunities and protect against threats, but you
can’t change them. Examples include competitors, prices of raw materials, and customer
shopping trends.
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Strengths
Here is a partial list of advantages the radio industry can lean on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Localism is arguably radio’s greatest strength, however most stations offer a combination of
local, regional, national content
Professional content
Protection of bandwidth by regulators through licensing
Professional curation
Technical know how
Business sustainability
Brand recognition
Reach
Can attract popular on-air talent
Provider of public service to the community
Most immediately ubiquitous and accessible of any media or service during emergencies
Numerous, active trade associations such as NABA

Weaknesses
Here is a partial list of business challenges faced by the traditional radio industry approach:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditionally one-way
Physical overhead and human resources requirement for entry
Dependence on regulators for spectrum allocation and ownership consolidation
Shrinking technical/engineering staff availability
Limited audience measurement tools
Metadata protocols standardized, but display approach not standardized
Capital constraints and aging infrastructures
Limited software development expertise

Opportunities
Here is a partial list of ways the radio industry could capitalize on new technologies and markets:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Repurpose quality audio content for other platforms
Leverage metadata for more interactive feel – visual content
Collaborative partnerships with local news outlets
Leverage emergency alerting ability to build local municipal relationships
Relationships and events in the community
More audience measurement options
Leverage existing digital platforms to exploit and focus on radio community
Partnerships with automakers and others to enhance infotainment experience in the vehicle
and on mobile devices (like smartphones and tablets)

Threats
Here is a partial list of ways the radio industry position in media options could be weakened:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued crowding of bandwidth
Heavily invested alternative platforms and content creators
Quality less important to some listeners
Quickly evolving technical, media and entertainment environment
User expectations transitioning with generations
Exclusion of AM radio by some auto makers in all-electric and electric-hybrid cars

NABA Recommendations on business strategy










Throughout this document the workgroup has made a number of recommendations. It is the
opinion of the workgroup that all of these recommendations should be thoughtfully considered
by stations and networks as part of a comprehensive business strategy plan.
The workgroup further recommends that stations and networks conduct a SWOT and
benefit/cost analysis on these topics that is more specific to the needs and plans of the station
or network.
It is the opinion of the workgroup that radio industry associations and network groups should
reach out to the automakers to encourage continued primary placement of broadcast radio
within head units.
The work group encourages AM broadcasters in particular to express concern to specific
automakers who do not include AM receivers in all-electric and electric-hybrid cars to
reconsider. Most automakers do continue to offer AM in these vehicles through shielding and
other technology approaches.
It is the opinion of the workgroup that stations also consider the best approach to audience
measurement as technologies are selected.
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